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Program

Welcome RemaRks

The Honorable James sasser
Former U.S. Ambassador to China; Former U.S. Senator from Tennessee

DinneR seRvice

aWaRDs PResentation

outStanding achievement awardS

The Honorable elaine L. Chao
24th U.S. Secretary of  Labor (2001-2009), Ruth Mulan Chu Chao Foundation Chair 

dr. James s.C. Chao, secretary elaine L. Chao, ms. angela Chao
The Chao Family and the Ruth Mulan Chu Chao Foundation

admiral William J. Fallon
U.S. Navy (Retired), Former Head of  the Pacific and Central Commands

DinneR sPeakeR

Congressman rick Larsen
U.S. Representative (D-WA), Co-Chair of  the U.S.-China Working Group

closing RemaRks

The Honorable richard solomon
Former Assistant Secretary of  State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, 

Former U.S. Ambassador to the Philippines,
President of  the United States Institute of  Peace from 1993-2012

dr. Chi Wang
President of  The U.S.-China Policy Foundation



2015 Gala Honoree
outStanding achievement in pubLic Service

The Honorable Elaine L. Chao
24th U.S. Secretary of  Labor (2001-2009), Ruth Mulan Chu Chao Foundation Chair

 The Honorable Elaine L. Chao is the first Asian Pacific American woman to be appointed to 
the president’s cabinet in American history. An immigrant who arrived in America at the age of  eight 
speaking no English, Secretary Chao’s experience transitioning to a new country has motivated her to 
dedicate most of  her professional life to helping others access opportunities in mainstream America.
 Under Secretary Chao’s leadership, the Department of  Labor made the advancement and 
inclusion of  the Asian Pacific American (APA) community a top priority through its human capital 
program, compliance assistance efforts and partnership activities. Under her tenure, the Department of  
Labor increased international interactions and exchanges. Secretary Chao was also a key participant in 
the Strategic and Economic Dialogue, the Cabinet to Cabinet forum between the U. S. and China.
 Secretary Chao’s distinguished career has spanned the public, private and non-profit sectors.  
Secretary Chao previously served as President and CEO of  United Way of  America, Director of  the 
Peace Corps, Deputy Secretary of  the U.S. Department of  Transportation, and Chairman of  the Federal 
Maritime Commission. She has also worked in the private sector as Vice President of  Syndications at 
BankAmerica Capital Markets Group and Citicorp.   
 Secretary Chao is Chair of  the Ruth Mulan Chu Chao Foundation whose extensive philanthropic 
contributions in the field of  education and people to people cultural exchanges are well known. The 
Foundation’s recent projects include the Ruth Mulan Chu Chao Center at Harvard Business School due to 
open June 2016; Ruth Mulan Chu Chao Memorial Hall at Shanghai Jiao Tong University; Mulan Memorial 
Simulation Center, Shanghai Maritime University (the first 360 degree, state of  the art maritime simulation 
center in the world); two kindergartens in Anhui, both entitled Ruth Mulan Chu Chao Kindegarten; and 
the Mulan Tower at Yiren Kindergarten, Jiading, Shanghai. The Foundation’s projects are named after the 
matriarch of  the family who passed away August 2, 2007.  It is the Chao family patriarch Dr. James S. C. Chao’s 
hope that the recipients and beneficiaries of  these gifts will emulate the spirit of  determination, optimism, 
altruism and love that characterized Mrs. Ruth Mulan Chu Chao’s life.  These donations are also given in the 
spirit of  bringing peoples around the world to greater mutual understanding and harmony.  
 For more information about The Honorable Elaine L. Chao, visit www.ElaineChao.com.



2015 Gala Honoree
outStanding achievement in phiLanthropy

Dr. James S.C. Chao, Secretary Elaine L. Chao, Ms. Angela Chao 
The Chao Family and the Ruth Mulan Chu Chao Foundation

dr. James s.C. Chao
 Dr. James S.C. Chao has dedicated his life to family, philanthropy, contribution to society, and 
improving the industry he has worked in all his life, international shipping.  He began his career as a cadet 
on oceangoing vessels after completing his college coursework in China and advanced with unprecedented 
speed to become one of  the youngest sea captains at the age of  29. Subsequently, he shattered all 
previous records in Taiwan by achieving the highest score ever recorded on the national Master Mariner 
Examination. Dr. Chao exemplified that even in the most difficult of  times, in an era marked by war and 
strife, our futures can be forged through our own efforts. 
 Active philanthropists throughout their lives, Dr. Chao and his late wife, Mrs. Ruth Mulan Chu 
Chao, through their Shanghai Mulan Education Foundation, have awarded thousands of  scholarships to 
students in America and China in the last 31 years and have been generous benefactors to many institutions.   
Most recently, on October 12, 2012, Harvard University announced a historic gift from a Chao Family 
foundation to construct the Ruth Mulan Chu Chao Center, the first building named after a woman and an 
individual with a Chinese surname in its 375 year history.  The Foundation has also established a generous 
scholarship program, Ruth Mulan Chu and James Si-Cheng Chao Family Fellowship Fund, with special 
emphasis on helping outstanding Asian Pacific American students. 
 Dr. Chao says of  his wife:  “My wife is the love of  my life and my soulmate.”  Pioneers to America 
in the early 1960’s, they were part of  a generation of  courageous immigrants who helped create the diverse 
America that exits today.  Today, Dr. James S. C. Chao and The Ruth Mulan Chu Chao Foundation continue 
to lead the way, setting an outstanding and stirring milestone example of  Asian American philanthropy in 
the world.

ms. angela a. Chao
 Angela A. Chao is Deputy Chairman of  Foremost Group, an international shipping company in 
New York.  Ms. Chao serves on the boards of  the Harvard Business School Board of  Dean’s Advisors, the 
Lincoln Center China Advisory Council, the Metropolitan Opera, the Carnegie-Tsinghua Center for Global 
Policy Board of  Advisors, the Museum of  Modern Art PS1, the American Bureau of  Shipping Council, 
the Chairman’s Council of  the Metropolitan Museum of  Art, the Massachusetts Maritime Academy’s 
International Maritime Business Department Advisory Board, the Shanghai Mulan Education Foundation 
and the Foremost Foundation. She is also a member of  the Council on Foreign Relations, serves on the 
Young Leaders Forum of  the National Committee on US-China Relations and is the Honorary Chairperson 
of  the Chiao-Tung University Alumni Association in America.



2015 Gala Honoree
outStanding achievement in miLitary reLationS

Admiral William J. Fallon
United States Navy (Retired), Former Head of  the Pacific and Central Commands

 Admiral William J. Fallon retired from the U.S. Navy after a distinguished 40 year career of  
military and strategic leadership. He has led U.S. and Allied forces in eight separate commands and 
played a leadership role in military and diplomatic matters at the highest levels of  the U.S. government.
 As head of  U.S. Central Command, Admiral Fallon directed all U.S. military operations in the 
Middle East, Central Asia and the Horn of  Africa, focusing on combat efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
He led the U.S. Pacific Command for two years, directing political-military activities in the Asia-Pacific 
region. His achievements include a resumption of  military engagement with China, new outreach to 
India, a new agreement on a strategic framework with Japan, and humanitarian assistance to the victims 
of  the 2004 Tsunami in SE Asia. He also served as Presidential Envoy to Japan, handling bilateral 
relations after the collision of  a U.S. submarine and a Japanese fishing vessel.
 On September 11, 2001, Admiral Fallon was serving in the Pentagon as Vice Chief  of  the Navy.  
He personally directed the recovery of  the Navy staff  in the wake of  the attack and led in the planning 
of  the retaliatory attacks on Al Qaeda and Taliban forces in Afghanistan. He later commanded the U.S. 
Atlantic Fleet and U.S. Fleet Forces Command, with responsibility for the readiness of  U.S. Naval forces 
worldwide.
 Admiral Fallon began his Navy career as a combat aviator flying from an aircraft carrier during 
the Vietnam War and participated in many vital U.S. military operations during the Cold War. He led a 
Carrier Air Wing in combat during the Gulf  War of  1991, and commanded a Navy Battle Group and 
the U.S. 6th Fleet Battle Force during NATO military operations in Bosnia.
 Admiral Fallon completed a year as a Robert E. Wilhelm Fellow at the MIT Center for 
International Studies. He also serves on the Global Affairs Advisory Board of  Occidental College and 
the Advisory Board of  the University of  California, San Diego School of  Global Policy Studies.  Admiral 
Fallon is a member of  the U.S. Secretary of  Defense Science Board and the Board of  the American 
Security Project. He is a graduate of  Villanova University, the U.S. Naval War College, the National 
War College, and has an MA in International Studies from Old Dominion University. 
 Admiral Fallon and Mary, his wife of  47 years, have four children and five grandchildren.



uScpf eventS 2015

paneL diScuSSion on Xi Jinping’S 
viSit to the u.S.

On October 8, USCPF hosted a panel 
discussion on Xi Jinping’s recent trip to 
the U.S. Panelists included Ambassador J. 
Stapleton Roy, Mr. Douglas Paal, Dr. Robert 
Sutter, Amb. Richard Solomon, Dr. Yukon 
Huang, and Mr. Alan Romberg.


ageLeSS chineSe art eXhibit

From September 10-October 23, George 
Mason University’s School of  Art displayed 
Chinese calligraphy and paintings from 
Professor Chi Wang’s collection. The exhibit 
opening included a panel discussion on 
Chinese art. 


poLicymakerS tripS to china

The spring delegation traveled to Beijing, 
Xi’an, and Shanghai. The trip highlighted 
China’s history, from ancient times through 
today, and had a special emphasis on 
commerce and development. The August 
delegation traveled to Beijing, Shenyang, 
and Dalian. It focused on commemorating 
the 70th anniversary of  the end of  WWII 
and included visits to several WWII related 
historical sites and museums. 

uScpf heLpS weLcome Xi Jinping
USCPF helped welcome President Xi to 
the U.S. by serving as an in-cooperation 
organization at his welcome banquet in 
Seattle, Washington on September 22. At the 
dinner, President Xi gave a policy speech.


anti-corruption paneL diScuSSion
On March 10, USCPF hosted a  panel of  
experts to discuss President Xi’s recent 
attempts to curb corruption in China. The 
panel included Dr. David Lampton, Mr. 
Christopher Johnson, Dr. Yukon Huang, Dr. 
Bruce Dickson, and Dr. Sasha Gong.


wwii photo eXhibit

The USCPF hosted a photo exhibit titled “The 
U.S.-China WWII Alliance,” which displayed 
photos showcasing the close relationship 
between the countries during the Pacific War. 
The exhibit culminated in a reception, where 
distinguished guests spoke on the role that 
remembering WWII should play in the future 
of  U.S.-China relations.

More information about these and other 2015 USCPF events can be found at www.uscpf.org

Left: (L to R) Mr. Alan Romberg, Dr. Yukon Huang, and Amb. Richard Solomon discuss President Xi’s U.S. Visit
Right: USCPF’s Spring 2015 Congressional Staff  Delegation in Beijing, China



uScpf eventS 2014

uScpf hoStS reception for 
ambaSSador maX baucuS

On March 12, the U.S.-China Policy 
Foundation hosted a reception congratulating 
Senator Max Baucus on his appointment as 
the new U.S. Ambassador to China. The 
reception took place a couple days before the 
former Senator moved to Beijing to assume 
his new post. 


poLicymakerS tripS to china

The U.S.-China Policy Foundation led two 
more successful Policymakers Trips to 
China. The April delegation traveled to 
Beijing, Kunming, Lijiang and Shenzhen. 
The August group visited Beijing, Shanghai 
and Hangzhou. The trips focused on China’s 
development, education, commerce, and 
government.


Luncheon diScuSSion with cppcc

USCPF hosted a luncheon discussion with a 
delegation from the Chinese People’s Political 
Consultative Conference (CPPCC) on May 30. 
Hosting this delegation from Beijing gave the 
USCPF an opportunity to promote increased 
understanding of  the U.S.-China relationship 
through people-to-people exchanges and 
dialogue. 

admiraL faLLon repreSentS uScpf 
at SympoSium in beiJing

Admiral William J. Fallon, former PACOM 
Commander, represented USCPF at The 
International Symposium on Security and 
Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific Region. The 
Symposium, held in Beijing from May 27-
28, was a public event bringing together 100 
military, policy, and academic experts from 
across the globe. 


dr. chi wang honored by cuhk

On May 12, 2014, USCPF President Chi 
Wang received an honorary fellowship from 
the Chinese University of  Hong Kong. Dr. 
Wang was recognized for his contributions 
to the university during his time as a faculty 
member there, as well as his general lifetime 
achievements in library science and the 
improvement of  U.S.-China relations.


uScpf hoStS chineSe SchoLarS

The U.S.-China Policy Foundation was joined 
by a delegation of  Chinese scholars from 
February 24-25 in Washington, DC. USCPF 
arranged meetings and exchanges between 
American and Chinese scholars from the same 
academic disciplines to discuss U.S.-China 
relations after China’s Third Plenum. 

More information about these and other 2014 USCPF events can be found at www.uscpf.org

Left: Senator Chris Dodd (L) shares his thoughts with the CPPCC delegation at the May 30 luncheon
Right: The August Policymakers Delegation is joined by Ambassador Baucus (Center) in Beijing



uScpf eventS 2013

uScpf paneL on taipei-beiJing-
waShington reLationS

On August 28, USCPF gathered distinguished 
China scholars to discuss the prospects for 
cross-strait relations and U.S.-China-Taiwan 
relations in the wake of  the 2012 leadership 
changes. Panelists included Raymond 
Burghardt, Richard Bush, Bonnie Glaser, 
Alan Romberg, and Robert Sutter. 


Summer poLicymakerS trip to china
USCPF completed another successful 
Policymakers Trip to China program from 
August 4-14, sending 10 senior Congressional 
staff  members on a 10-day educational trip 
to Beijing, Qingdao, and Dalian, focusing on 
military-to-military ties.


weLcome dinner for ambaSSador Lu 

Shumin & cpifa deLegation
USCPF and the Embassy of  the People’s 
Republic of  China held a dinner on July 24 
welcoming Amb. Lu Shumin, Executive Vice 
President of  the Chinese People’s Institute 
of  Foreign Affairs (CPIFA), and members of  
his delegation during their visit to the United 
States. The dinner was hosted by Chinese 
Ambassador Cui Tiankai at the PRC Embassy.

S&ed weLcome dinner
On July 11, USCPF helped host a reception 
and dinner welcoming the Chinese delegation 
to the Fifth Round of  the Strategic and 
Economic Dialogue. Chinese State Councilor 
Yang Jiechi and Vice Premier Wang Yong 
were the guests of  honor. 


miLitary deLegation to china

From April 14-21, the U.S.-China Policy 
Foundation led a U.S. delegation to China on 
a series of  Track II dialogues to strengthen 
U.S.-China military relations. The delegation 
was comprised of  USCPF President Dr. Chi 
Wang, Ambassador Chas W. Freeman, Jr. and 
Admiral William J. Fallon. The delegation 
spoke to former and current government 
officials and military officers in Beijing and 
visited China’s North Sea Fleet in Qingdao.


Spring poLicymakerS trip to china

USCPF led a bipartisan delegation of  
Congressional staff  from the offices of  newly 
elected members of  Congress to Beijing, 
Guiyang, and Shanghai from March 27-April 
5. The trip introduced staffers to key issues in 
U.S.-China relations and provided them with 
first-hand experiences of  China to bring back 
to their offices.

More information about these and other USCPF events can be found at www.uscpf.org

Left: Amb. Freeman, Adm. Fallon, and Adm.Yang talk on board 
the Shenyang; Right: Congressman Rick Larsen, co-chair of  the 
U.S.-China Working Group, speaking at the 2013 Gala Dinner. 
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2015 Gala Sponsor



The Hershey Company, headquartered in Hershey, Pa., is a global 
confectionery leader known for bringing goodness to the world through 
its chocolate, sweets, mints and other great-tasting snacks. Hershey has 
approximately 22,000 employees around the world who work every day 
to deliver delicious, quality products. The company has more than 80 
brands around the world that drive more than $7.4 billion in annual 
revenues, including such iconic brand names as Hershey’s, Reese’s, 
Hershey’s Kisses, Jolly Rancher, Ice Breakers and Brookside. Building 
on its core business, Hershey is expanding its portfolio to include a 
broader range of  delicious snacks. The company remains focused on 
growing its presence in key international markets while continuing to 
extend its competitive advantage in North America.

At Hershey, goodness has always been about more than delicious 
products. For more than 120 years, Hershey has been committed to 
operating fairly, ethically and sustainably. Hershey founder, Milton 
Hershey, created the Milton Hershey School in 1909 and since then 
the company has focused on giving underserved children the skills 
and support they need to be successful. Today, the company continues 
this social purpose through ‘Nourishing Minds,’ a global initiative 
that provides basic nutrition to help children learn and grow. From 
neighborhoods across the United States to the streets of  Shanghai and 
Mumbai and villages of  West Africa, our goal is to nourish one million 
minds by 2020.

To learn more visit: www.thehersheycompany.com

2015 Lead Sponsor



Hong Kong has been a Special Administrative Region of  the People’s Republic of  China since July 
1, 1997.

The “One Country, Two Systems” principle provides Hong Kong with a high degree of  autonomy 
in economic, trade, financial and monetary matters.   Under its constitutional document, the Basic 
Law, Hong Kong retains the English common law system; an independent judiciary; the free and 
unfettered movement of  information, goods, people and capital; and a range of  cherished civil 
liberties, such as freedom of  speech, freedom of  religion, freedom of  the press, and freedom of  
assembly.

Hong Kong maintains strong trade and commercial ties with both the Mainland of  China and the 
U.S. – respectively its largest and second largest trading partners.

Hong Kong was the 10th largest export market of  the U.S. in 2014.  Last year Hong Kong imported 
about US$40 billion worth of  “Made in USA” goods.

Hong Kong also serves as a trade conduit between the U.S. and the Mainland of  China.  In 2014, 
about US$49 billion in trade with the Mainland from the U.S. was routed through Hong Kong – 
about nine percent of  U.S. total trade in goods with the Mainland.

The strong Hong Kong-U.S. ties are demonstrated by the number of  U.S. companies with a presence 
in the city.  With nearly 1,400 firms, the U.S. maintains one of  the largest overseas commercial 
presences in Hong Kong among her trading partners.

U.S. nationals represent one of  the most significant foreign presences in Hong Kong.  The U.S. 
Consulate in Hong Kong estimates that some 85,000 Americans live in the city.

Hong Kong is firmly committed to free trade principles and an open market policy.  Hong Kong enjoys 
separate membership status in international organizations such as the World Trade Organization, 
of  which it was a founding member, and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation.

Acknowledging Hong Kong’s commitment to free trade, Hong Kong has been consistently ranked 
the world’s freest economy by both The Heritage Foundation and The Cato Institute in their 
respective global economic freedom reports issued in 2015.

The Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office in Washington, D.C. is the permanent representative of  
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government in the U.S.  Its mission is to strengthen 
Hong Kong’s economic, trade, investment and cultural ties with the U.S.

In addition to the Washington office, the government maintains offices in New York and San 
Francisco.

As Hong Kong Commissioner to the United States, Clement C.M. Leung is the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region Government’s most senior representative in the U.S.
 
For more information, please visit www.hketousa.gov.hk

Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office
Washington, D.C.

2015 Lead Sponsor



2015 Lead Sponsor

The J.R. Simplot Company is a worldwide agribusiness firm 
specializing in food processing, fertilizer manufacturing, livestock 
production, farming, and other enterprises related to agriculture.

2015 Gala Sponsor



2015 Gala Supporters

United Airlines began operating flights to China in 1986, and offers more nonstop 
flights to China than any other airline, including the first U.S. to China capital to 
capital route. Today we have 12 combined daily nonstop flights to Shanghai, Beijing, 
Hong Kong, and Chengdu from hubs on the U.S. mainland at Chicago, Los Angeles, 
New York/Newark, San Francisco and Washington D.C. United began nonstop 
service between Chengdu and San Francisco in June 2014, and became the first U.S. 
carrier to begin nonstop service between the U.S. mainland and an interior Chinese 
gateway point. On September 22nd, United announced new, nonstop service to begin 
in May 2016 between Xi’an and San Francisco, marking the carrier’s second route to 
an interior China point. Finally, United provides weekly service from its Guam hub to 
both Hong Kong and Shanghai.

On August 3rd, 2013, United introduced the Boeing 787 Dreamliner on the Los 
Angeles - Shanghai route, as the first U.S. carrier to fly the 787. And on June 9th, 2014, 
United launched its inaugural San Francisco – Chengdu service using the Boeing 787 
Dreamliner. United plans to allocate additional 787s to its U.S. – China network in the 
coming year. Flying the 787 on these routes emphasizes the importance of  the China 
market and United’s commitment to being the #1 choice for passengers traveling to 
and from China.

United is proud to serve as a connection between China and the U.S. and to support 
the USCPF in strengthening the relationships between the two countries.

FedEx Express congratulates the U.S.-China Policy Foundation and 
Dr. Chi Wang on the Foundation’s 20th Anniversary.  Thank you for 

your commitment to strengthening U.S.-China relations.



2015 Gala Supporters

As a Star Alliance member, Air China is the exclusive national flag carrier of  China. 
It offers unrivaled connections to cities in China and beyond from its eight gateways 
in North America: Washington Dulles, New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, 
Houston, Honolulu, Montreal and Vancouver. Its robust network of  350 routes 
extends throughout Asia, Europe, Oceania, Africa, South and North America.

In the United States, it offers four nonstop weekly flights between Washington 
Dulles and Beijing. It’s the only international airline with nonstop services between 
Los Angeles, Houston, New York and Beijing.

Except for Honolulu and San Francisco, all Air China flights between North 
America and China are operated by the environment-friendly B777-300ER.

For more information, please visit www.airchina.us or contact at 800-882-8122.

www.airchina.us      800-882-8122

Micron Technology 
designs and builds some 
of the world’s most 
advanced memory and 
semiconductor technolo-
gies, transforming what's 
possible. Our technology 
is in the things you use 
every day—from smart-
phones to laptops to 
connected cars. Just like 
our memory changes 
what’s possible, our 
Foundation is making a 
difference.
 

micron.com/foundation

©2015 Micron Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. Micron and the Micron logo are trademarks of Micron Technology, Inc
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2014 Gala Supporters

Established in 1969, Wanxiang Group is the largest auto parts maker in China. Wanxiang is 
a family owned, global player in the automotive and technology industries with significant 
investment in the U.S. It employs over 12,500 people with more than half  located in 14 U.S. 
states. Wanxiang has a long and successful track record of  investing in, running, and expanding 
U.S.-based operations. 

Wanxiang America Corporation, established in 1994, is a wholly owned U.S. subsidiary of  
Wanxiang Group headquartered in Elgin, Illinois. Wanxiang America has saved over a dozen U.S. 
manufacturing plants from insolvency, including advanced Li-ion battery technology company 
A123 systems, and the world’s first premium plugin hybrid electric vehicle maker, Fisker. Since 
1994, Wanxiang America has not sent any dividends back to China, instead it has reinvested all 
of  its profits into the growth of  its U.S. operations. One out of  three vehicles made in America 
used parts made by Wanxiang U.S. operations. Wanxiang America saves good manufacturing 
jobs in local communities. 

The core philosophy of  Wanxiang America is to bring jobs and the future to its employees, bring 
returns and rewards to its shareholders, bring value to its customers, and growth opportunities 
to the community. In recognition of  Wanxiang’s contribution to the local economy, the State of  
Illinois proclaimed August 12, 2002 “Wanxiang Day.”

China Telecom Americas, a wholly-owned US-based subsidiary of  China Telecom Corp. Ltd. 
(NYSE: CHA), is an international telecom provider for Data, IP and Voice Wholesale services 
to multinational companies, organizations and international carriers requiring China domestic 
services and International access to China & Asia Pacific.  With headquarters in Herndon, 
Virginia, and offices in Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, San Jose, and subsidiaries in Toronto, 
Canada, and Sao Paolo, Brazil, China Telecom Americas continues to expand its strength and 
reach. China Telecom Americas provides locally-based, one-stop-shop, turn-key solutions 
for everything from China domestic and international data circuits to IDC services, network 
management, equipment management, system integration, and much more.  For additional 
information on China Telecom Americas, please visit www.ctamericas.com.



our miSSion

The United States-China Policy Foundation 
(USCPF) is a 501(c)(3) nonpartisan, nonprofit, 
educational organization that promotes 
understanding between policymakers, 
government officials, and researchers in the 
United States and China. The Foundation 
does not advocate specific policies or endeavor 
to influence policy decisions, but instead 
provides information in order to increase 
awareness and deepen understanding of  
important issues in U.S.-China relations. The 
USCPF provides opportunities for foreign 
policy practitioners to interact in more diverse 
and substantial ways and seeks to inform the 
public through its publications and programs.

The U.S.-China Policy Foundation was 
founded in 1995 to enhance the policymaking 
dialogue between the United States and China. 
For the past 20 years, USCPF has been the 
only organization in our nation’s capital solely 
dedicated to increasing mutual understanding 
and cooperation between the U.S. and China. 
We have proven experience building bridges 
and improving relations, making real and 
tangible strides toward bettering this vital 
relationship.


programS and eventS

	Sponsors Seminar Series and Trips to     
China for Congressional Staff

	Facilitates exchanges between U.S. 
policymakers and senior Chinese leaders in an  
informal capacity

	Holds public roundtable discussions on 
current issues of  importance in U.S.-China 
relations

	Facilitates exchanges between U.S. and 
Chinese business leaders

	Educates talented, young college 
graduates on U.S.-China relations and helps 
them pursue their professional aspirations

	Produces China Forum, a weekly televised 
discussion with experts on U.S.-China 
relations, broadcast every Sunday at 10:30 am 
on WNVC/MHz in the Washington, DC area 
and also available online at YouTube.com/
user/USCPF


pubLicationS

	The Washington Journal of  Modern China, 
a policy oriented journal on China

	The U.S.-China Policy Review, the 
newsletter outlining Foundation activities

	Various board member publications, 
including Obama’s Challenge to China: The 
Pivot to Asia and The United States and China 
Since World War II by Dr. Chi Wang. 


contact information

The U.S.-China Policy Foundation
Tel: 202-547-8615 Email: uscpf@uscpf.org

316 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 202
Washington, DC 20003

About the Foundation


